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Power Pack under desk units 
Model shown – Power Pack 4/1G 

 
 Power Pack - low cost power only option  Switch & powered USB options 

 individually fused power sockets  2, 3, 4, or 6-port plastic body 

 Complies with BS6396: 2008  Tested to BS1363-2 & BS5733 

 Upgradeable – plug a 2-way into a 4-way  ‘Wieland’ type GST input/output 

 150mm earth lead to ring terminal  ’Daisy chain’ from one unit to another 

 
The modular Power Pack offers unrivalled competitiveness and the ability to plug one unit 

into another, for example a 2-way could plug into a 4-way to make a 6-way product, simple 

end brackets allow screw fixing or tying to basket tray. 
 

Standard modular power options 
P-PACK 2G 2 Ind. 5A fused sockets facing east/west 

P-PACK 2/2G 2 Ind. 5A fused sockets facing north, individual switches 

P PACK 3G 3 Ind. 3.15A fused sockets facing east/north/west 
P-PACK 3/1G 3 Ind. 3.15A fused sockets, east/north/west, master switch 

P- PACK 4G   4 Ind. 5A fused sockets facing east/north/north/west 
P- PACK 4U   4 Ind. 5A fused sockets facing north, dual 3.4A USB charger 

P-PACK 4/1G 4 Ind. 5A fused sockets, east/north/north/west, master switch 

P-PACK 4/4G 4 Ind. 5A fused sockets facing north, individual switches 
P-PACK 6G 6 Ind. 3.15A fused sockets facing east/N/N/N/N/west 

P-PACK 6U 6 Ind. 3.15A fused sockets facing north, dual 3.4A USB charger 
P-PACK 6/1G 6 Ind. 3.15A fused sockets, east/N/N/N/N/west, master switch 

 
Accessories 

START leads 13A plug to GST female Starter cables, 1-metre to 10-metre 

INTER cables GST male to female interconnecting leads, 0.5-metre to 3-metre 
In-Line RCBO’s 16A 30mA with either GST or Tap off inputs, output to the P-PACK 

Basket tray 800mm and 1200mm under desk / modesty panel, basket tray 
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